
       EBONICS AAVE DIRECTORY

Ebonics, often referred to as African American Vernacular English (AAVE), transcends mere "slang." 
Rooted in African linguistic traditions, it carries a rich history, reflecting cultural identity and shaping 
American English itself. Understanding its current usage, from social impact to AI integration, sheds 
light on complex issues of language, equity, and the ever-evolving landscape of communication. 
Let's delve into this dynamic linguistic system, appreciating its nuances and celebrating its enduring 
legacy.

Ebonics AAVE Resources: History, Usage, and AI Integration:

History:

● "African American Vernacular English (AAVE) History" by Lisa J. Green: 
https://www.linguisticsociety.org/content/what-ebonics-african-american-english

● "The History of AAVE from Roots to Hip Hop" by John McWhorter: 
https://www.britannica.com/story/is-african-american-vernacular-english-a-language

● "Black Language: The Story of AAVE" by Geneva Smitherman: 
https://www.amazon.com/Black-Talk-Words-Phrases-Corner/dp/0395969190

● "A Linguistic History of AAVE" by Salikoko S. Mufwene: 
https://www.amazon.com/AFRICAN-AMERN-VERNACULAR-ENG-Rickford/dp/0631212450

Current Usage:

● "Is AAVE Still Relevant?" by NPR: 
https://www.npr.org/programs/fresh-air/2023/01/23/1150763656/fresh-air-for-jan-23-2023-human-t
rafficking-and-a-great-escape

● "Ebonictees"  Black owned, socially conscious lifestyle brand. Offers sustainable swag with 
Amerikan flair merchandise, celebrating the cultural significance of Ebonics/AAVE.  

● https://ebonictees.com/
● "5 Misconceptions About AAVE" by The Atlantic: 

https://1956magazine.ua.edu/the-misconceptions-of-aave/
● "Ebonicles" Ebonic Chronicles. Curates an ongoing comprehensive collection of resources 

on Ebonics/AAVE. https://ebonicles.org/
● "Understanding AAVE in Education" by the National Council of Teachers of English: 

https://ncte.org/
● "Why We Should All Be Learning AAVE" by PBS Newshour: 

https://www.pbs.org/speak/seatosea/americanvarieties/AAVE/

Literary resources:

● "Hoodlum: A Story of Us and Them" by Kiese Laymon (2018): This memoir details Laymon's 
experiences growing up as a black boy in Mississippi, exploring themes of race, class, and 
masculinity through his unique and powerful prose.”

● "Sing, Unburied, Sing" by Jesmyn Ward (2017): This National Book Award-winning novel follows a 
young black boy named Jojo as he travels through Mississippi with his white grandfather, grappling 
with the legacy of slavery and the complexities of race relations in the American South."

● "I Might Be Wrong: Essays on Race and Culture" by Edward Said (2000): This collection of 
essays by the renowned Palestinian scholar explores the intersections of race, culture, and power, 
offering insightful critiques of colonialism, Orientalism, and identity politics."

● "How to Be an Antiracist" by Ibram X. Kendi (2019): This groundbreaking book challenges the 
notion that there is a "good" vs. "bad" binary when it comes to racism, instead arguing that we all 
exist on a spectrum of anti-racist vs. racist ideas and behaviors."

AI Integration:

● "Can AI Understand AAVE?" by MIT Technology Review: 
https://www.technologyreview.com/2023/10/30/1082656/focus-on-existing-ai-harms/

● "The Bias of Natural Language Processing" by The Gradient: 
https://aclanthology.org/2023.findings-acl.375.pdf

● "How to Make AI More Equitable for AAVE Speakers" by the Partnership on AI: 
https://www.usaid.gov/innovation/competitions/equitable-ai-challenge

● "The Risks of Biased AI in Language Processing" by the Brookings Institution: 
https://www.brookings.edu/tags/ai-and-bias/

● "Black mother-daughter duo raises $1.4M for AAVE-translating alternative to ChatGPT in 
literature.": 
https://www.blackenterprise.com/mom-daughter-raise-1-4m-for-ai-product-that-changes-literature
-to-aave/

Additional Resources:

● The National Council of Black Linguists: https://oraal.uoregon.edu/AAL/Linguists
● The Center for Applied Linguistics: https://www.cal.org/
● The Language Archive: https://www.dramatists.com/previews/4266.pdf

This list offers a starting point for exploring Ebonics/AAVE from various perspectives. Remember, 
understanding and appreciating this language requires continual learning and engagement with diverse 
voices and communities.
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